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ABSTRACT The use of aerial manipulators for the inspection andmaintenance of the power grid requires the
safe interaction of the robot with high voltage power lines. In order to identify possible faults or malfunctions
during the approaching or interaction phases, this paper presents experimental results in a real 15 kV
power line, considering four different configurations for the manipulator: 1) aluminum tube attached to
the landing gear, 2) robotic arm attached to the multi-rotor base, 3) shielded aerial manipulator, and 4) long
reach configuration (insulated). The paper investigates the electromagnetic susceptibility of the autopilot
and the electronic speed controllers to the electrostatic discharge (ESD) raised when the manipulator touches
the line, causing the momentary failure of the rotors. A model of the electromagnetic effects associated to
the interaction with the line is provided, comparing later the effectiveness of the two solutions for the aerial
manipulator: shielding, and insulation.

INDEX TERMS Aerial manipulation, power lines, electrostatic discharge.

I. INTRODUCTION
The inspection and maintenance of power lines represents a
significant economic cost for the supply companies due to
the vast extension of this kind of infrastructure and the need
to perform these tasks periodically according to the regula-
tion of each country or region. Not only that, but the high
altitude of the transmission lines requires the deployment
of the operators through heavy vehicles like elevated work
platforms or even manned helicopters, becoming a com-
plex problem depending on the available access routes by
land. Note for example that Spain, a medium size country,
has almost 300.000 km of high/medium voltage overhead
lines [1]. The installation of devices like bird flight diverters,
electrical spacers, vibration dampers, or anti-nests illustrated
in Figure 1 is a common operation carried out by human
operators on live power lines, with the consequent risk due
to the high altitude and high voltage of the lines [2].
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The recent advances in the development and application of
the aerial manipulation technology [3]–[5] in representative
outdoor scenarios like chemical plants [6] or bridges [7], and
the wide variety of operations that can be conducted with
an aerial manipulator [8]–[12], has motivated the interest in
employing this kind of robots for the installation of devices
as well as for the maintenance of power lines [13] with the
aim to reduce the time, cost, and risk w.r.t. (with respect to)
conventional solutions carried out by human workers [2]. The
technological challenges are still considerable. First of all,
the effect of the electromagnetic interference (EMI) gener-
ated by the high voltage power line over the inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU), GNSS (global navigation satellite system)
sensors, and other electronic components embedded on the
aerial platforms has not been properly documented [14].
Reference [15] analyzes the Corona discharge on a quadrotor
within an offshore HVDC wind farm, whereas [16], [17]
consider the electrostatic fields produced by a power line on
a manned helicopter. Second, the installation of devices like
bird flight diverters, electrical spacers, vibration dampers,
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shown in Figure 1, requires a significant level of dexterity,
especially in the helical diverter and in the spacers. In this
sense, the use of dual arm aerial manipulators [8], [18] allows
the replication of the bimanual manipulation capabilities of
the human operators. Also, the long reach configuration [8]
increases the separation distance between the propellers and
the cables, and with it, the safety. Third, given the number of
devices to be installed on a single section between two poles
(what may vary between 10 and 50), and taking into account
the limited payload capacity of the multi-rotor platforms,
it is highly desirable to optimize the time performance of the
operation [19], [20].

FIGURE 1. Helical bird flight diverters (up-left) installed by dual arm
aerial manipulators (up-right) along with other devices typically installed
on the power lines (down).

The literature review in power line inspection robots and
techniques [21], [22] reveals a wide diversity of technolog-
ical solutions intended to perform the inspection operation
with the possibility to avoid the obstacles along the line,
including insulators, jumpers, suspension towers, as well as
the devices shown in Figure 1. Three categories of robots
are identified according to the locomotion method: climbing,
flying, and hybrid flying-climbing. The first group comprises
dual arm and multi-arm systems capable of rolling along the
lines and bypassing obstacles. The use of aerial platforms,
either heli-copters [23] or multirotors [24], is focused on
the inspection of the power lines employing visual, thermal
or infrared cameras for detecting faults or damaged com-
ponents. Multi-rotors are nowadays extensively used due to
their higher maneuverability and controllability compared to
helicopters. Although climbing-rolling robots provide longer
operation times than aerial robots, the difficulty in their
deployment or retrieval from the power line (especially
taking into account their weight, that may vary from 10 up
to 100 kg [21]) is considerable, whereas the ability of
VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) UAVs (unmanned aerial
robots) like multi-rotors, whose weight is typically under
10 kg, reduces significantly the time required to reach the

points of interest. Hybrid solutions as the one presented
in [14] aim to extend the operation time by incorporating a
rolling mechanism that allows the robot to move along the
line with lower energy consumption after landing on it.

Unlike the visual inspection operations conducted with
manned helicopters [16], [17] and unmanned aerial platforms
[14], [15], [21]–[24] by flying several meters away from the
power lines, the realization of maintenance tasks like the
installation of bird flight diverters using aerial manipulation
robots as illustrated in Figure 1 involves the physical and
electromagnetic interaction with the conductors in a closer
range, raising two problems: the accurate positioning of the
aerial robot with respect to the power line, and the electrical
protection of the onboard electronic components. Regarding
the first point, reference [25] exploits the magnetic field
generated by the electric current flowing through the line
for estimating the location of the aerial platform, whereas
reference [26] proposes the use of a dual arm aerial manip-
ulator for position estimation and force control relative to a
grabbing point fixed to the power line. On the other hand,
although some solutions for the installation of clip-type bird
diverters employing commercial drones have been recently
demonstrated [27], [28], the study of the possible effects and
malfunctions on aerial manipulators caused by high voltage
live power lines is still missing. Reference [15] reports pre-
liminary results and simulations on high electrostatic field
applied to a multi-rotor in laboratory conditions without
flying, employing later a X-shaped aluminum frame that
models the drone body to evaluate the effect of shielding
on the corona discharge. The prototype shown in [14] also
incorporates metallic shielding cages to protect the onboard
components from the electrical interferences, what increases
the weight of the drone (14 kg). However, the design of the
shield is not documented.

The main contribution of this paper is the experimen-
tal evaluation of an aerial manipulation robot interacting
with a 15 kV live power line, identifying some malfunc-
tions of the onboard components due to the electromag-
netic interference generated by the high voltage and the
electrostatic discharge (ESD) raised when the manipulator
touches the line. The paper analyzes and models these effects
from the literature review, proposing four different configu-
rations of manipulate-tors whose effectiveness is compared.
These are: 1) simple aluminum tube attached to the landing
gear, 2) robotic arm attached to multirotor base, 3) shielded
aerial manipulator, and 4) long reach aerial manipulator
(insulated).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the platform and preliminary flight tests carried out
on a 15 kV live power line, identifying the fault in one of the
tests. Section III analyzes the causes of the fault and develops
a model of the system and the environmental conditions that
will be used in Section IV for the design of the shielded and
insulated aerial manipulators. Section V compares the results
of the different experiments presented in the paper, whereas
Section VI summarizes the conclusions of this work.
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II. PRELIMINARY FLIGHT TESTS
A. CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF THE TESTS
The installation of the devices depicted in Figure 1 using
an aerial manipulation robot involves the physical contact
with a live power line at high electric potential. Besides the
electro-magnetic field generated by the line, the potential
difference between this and the aerial robot will cause an
unpredictable effect in the on-board components (autopilot,
electronic speed controllers, brushless motors, servos, com-
puter boards) during the transition from contactless to con-
tact. The preliminary flight tests described in this section are
intended to identify the possible malfunctions in the aerial
robot when approaching or interacting with a real power line,
as depicted in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Aerial manipulation robot approaching to a 15 kV power line.

Due to the uncertainty in the behavior of the aerial platform
in its interaction with the live power line, and considering
that an electric/electronic failure on the on-board components
will probably cause the crash of the platform, the experiments
were designed as a sequence of tests with increasing level
of risk. These are indicated in Table 1. The execution of the
four tests can be seen in the video attachment [29]. However,
the paper is focused on analyzing the effects identified in
tests 2, 3 and 4 since no significant effects were observed in
test 1, although this is included in the video attachment [29].

TABLE 1. Sequence of experiments for approaching and interacting with
the power line, from lower to higher risk of fault.

B. AERIAL PLATFORM
In order to make the experiments reproducible, this section
describes in detail the platform employed in the preliminary
flight tests, remarking the differences in the setup of tests 2-3
and 4, since the identified failure occurs in the latter.

The aerial platform consists of a S550 hexarotor, similar
to the DJI F550, equipped with six DJI 2312E brushless
motors, DJI 430 LITE electronic speed controllers (ESC),
and 9× 4.5’’ propellers. The autopilot is a Pixhawk with PX4
v.1.11.3, fed by its power module connected to the multirotor
battery (4S 4400 mAh), integrating a Futaba R6303SB radio
receiver and a 3DR GPS. These components were selected
since they are widely used in several research works. For
test 4, the platform incorporates a 2-DOF robotic manipulator
built with Herkulex DRS-0402/0602 servos connected to the
Raspberry Pi model 3B+ computer board where the control
program is executed through a FTDI USART interface, and a
5V USB battery. The components are represented in Figure 3
along with the electric connections, indicating possible inter-
ference points due to inductive or capacitive coupling with
the EMI source [30].

FIGURE 3. Components and connections of the aerial robot used in the
tests. The components within the pink-shaded area correspond to the
manipulator (only in test 4). The color rays represent possible EMI on
the power cables (red), on the PWM/USART signals (yellow) and in the
radio signal (blue).

The two types of manipulators integrated in the platform
for experiments 2-3 and 4 are depicted in Figure 4. The first
one is a simple anodized aluminum tube, 600 mm length
6 mm Ø, attached to the leg of the landing gear with zip
ties. The second one is the 2-DOF robotic arm attached to
the multirotor base (under the autopilot), connected to the
Raspberry Pi and powered by the 4S LiPo battery of the
multirotor.

C. FIRST CONTACT TESTS WITH ALUMINUM TUBE
The goal of tests 2 and 3 is to identify possible failures or
any malfunction in the aerial platform due to the interaction
with the 15 kV power line. The procedure of both experi-
ments is the same: the platform takes-off, approaches from
above to the higher phase of the tower until the aluminum
tube touches the cable, and flies back to the landing point.
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FIGURE 4. Aerial manipulation robot with aluminum tube attached to the
leg of the landing gear (left) and 2-DOF robotic arm (right) used in test 4.

FIGURE 5. Hexarotor touching the 15 kV power line with a 600 mm
length, 6 mm Ø anodized aluminum tube attached to the landing gear.

The multirotor was controlled in attitude mode (test 2) and
GPS position mode (test 3) by an expert human pilot. The
visual inspection of the video attachment [29] and the image
sequence shown in Figure 5 reveal that the platform is not
significantly affected by the power line, although the analysis
of the data log given by the autopilot shows that the noise
in the magnetometer increases considerably as the robot is
closer to the power line (Figure 6). When the manipulator
touches the cable, the norm of the noise exceeds the strength
of the Earth’s magnetic field (0.4 Gauss). Note that the brush-
less motors of the propellers or the DC motors of the servos
are not significantly affected since the magnetic field of their
magnets is in the range of 1 T (10.000 Gauss).

D. FIRST CONTACT TEST WITH ROBOTIC ARM
The experiment was repeated replacing the aluminum tube
by the 2-DOF robotic arm, integrating also the Raspberry Pi
3B+ and the 5V battery as indicated in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
The multirotor was controlled in GPS position mode,
following a trajectory similar to previous tests to approach

FIGURE 6. Multirotor attitude, position, and magnetic field measured by
the IMU in test 3. The amplitude of the noise increases in the XZ axes as
the platform approaches to the power line, although this does not affect
significantly the attitude estimation and control. The contact with the line
occurs at the =81 s.

FIGURE 7. Hexarotor platform touching the 15 kV power line with the
forearm link (anodized aluminum) of the 2-DOF robotic arm attached to
the base. The propellers stop when the contact occurs, crashing due to
the propeller lost.

the power line. However, in this case, the contact of the
forearm link of the manipulator with the power line caused
a sudden stop of the propellers. The video of the experi-
ment [29] evidences that the fault occurs exactly when the
arm touches the power line (at 10 cm from the elbow servo,
approximately) and that the aerial platform tries to recover
the control before the crash, although the velocity in the free
fall was too high to be recovered. The strong deceleration
of the motors caused by the active brake of the ESC also
made that one of the propellers was unscrewed. The analysis
of the data provided by the auto-pilot reveals that the log
was interrupted at the same instant the fault occurs. As it
will be seen in Section III-B, this fault was caused by the
electrostatic discharge (ESD) due to the voltage difference.
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FIGURE 8. Multirotor attitude, position, and magnetic field measured by
the IMU in test 4. The amplitude of the noise is lower compared to test
3 when the arm interacts with the line at t = 46 s, when the fault occurs
and log stops.

It is interesting to note however that the amplitude of the noise
in the magnetometer was lower in this case w.r.t. tests 2-3,
as the distance between the power line and the IMU is higher
when the robotic arm touches the cable (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).

III. FAULT ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM MODELING
A. FAULT ASSESMENT
Despite the failure and consequent crash occurred in test
4 when the arm touches the power line, no electronic compo-
nent was damaged. It is necessary to remark that the autopilot
tried to recover the control of the platform one or two seconds
after the failure occurs, which rules out a power outage, as the
autopilot usually takes around 10 s to boot. This suggests that
the autopilot and/or the ESC were momentarily affected by
the electrostatic discharge generated when the forearm link
of the 2-DOF manipulator touches the power line. Unlike
tests 2 and 3, in which the anodized aluminum tube is not
electrically connected to the on-board components, the cable
of the elbow servo (Figure 3) facilitated the propagation of the
electrostatic discharge to the rest of components through
the conductors [30]–[32] as the GND and VDD pins of
the servos are con-nested to the LiPo battery that feeds the
multirotor.

As it can be seen in the video attachment [29], the six
rotors stop suddenly when the arm touches the power line,
so the fault is common to the six speed controllers. The
strong deceleration of the propellers is due to the active
brake of the DJI 430 LITE ESC, which even caused that
one of the blades was unscrewed. In order to investigate this
fault, three tests were conducted to evaluate the behavior
of the DJI 430 LITE ESC, injecting a PWM (pulse width
modulation) signal at 50 Hz with the usual duty cycle in the
range 1 – 2 ms (0 – 100 %). The ESC controls a DJI 2312E
brushless motor, removing the propeller for safety reasons.
In the test the motor is initially accelerated increasing the

PWM from 0 to 30% in 2 seconds, maintaining the constant
speed two additional seconds. Then, the fault is injected
until the active brake is triggered, identifying three possible
causes:

1) PWMpulse out of range (duty cycle> 120%≡ 2.2 ms)
for a single period (20 ms), which corresponds to a
voltage peak in the PWM signal due to the ESD.

2) Four consecutive pulses with 0% PWM (duty cycle =
1 ms). The ESC maintained the 30% speed for 70 ms,
then the active brake was triggered.

3) PWM voltage signal down, which enables the pull-up
resistor of the ESC and with it, the saturation of the
signal (duty cycle = 20 ms).

The momentary interruption of the microcontroller
integral-ted in the autopilot and the ESC corresponds to
behavior class B (failure detected but self-recovery after
disturbance) or class C (external user action to recover nor-
mal functionality) according to the EMC (electromagnetic
compatibility) design guide provided by themicrocontroller’s
manufacturer [30]. This classification is related with the
severity levels (1, 2, 3, 4) defined in norm IEC 61000-4-2 that
correspond to voltages of ±2, ±4, ±6, and ±8 kV applied to
the device under test (DUT).

Since the observed fault is due to the electrical interaction
of the aerial robot with the power line, next subsections
present some principles to facilitate the understanding of its
causes and the possible solutions.

B. PRINCIPLES OF THREE PHASE ELECTRIC POWER
In order to facilitate the understanding of next subsection,
it is convenient to review briefly the generation of three-phase
electric power. Traditionally, most of the existing power grid
employs AC (alternate current) for long distance transmis-
sion due to its higher efficiency compared to the DC (direct
current) systems. The AC power generator transforms the
mechanical energy from a turbine into electric energy through
the current induced by a rotating magnetic field into the
three coils of the generator. Figure 9 represents the electric
diagram of the two configurations of the generator (star and
delta), indicating the voltage/current on the lines and on the
phase, which are 120◦ out of phase. The distribution line
illustrated in Figure 2 has a nominal voltage of 15 kV (RMS
line voltage), with a nominal current around 175 A at 50 Hz
in delta connection.

FIGURE 9. Three-phase power generation: star (left) and delta (right)
setups.
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C. ELECTRICAL INTERACTION MODEL
The study on the electrical interactions between the aerial
manipulator and the transmission line can be approached
from previous works analyzing the voltages and currents
induced on conductors [33], humans [17], [34] or insulated
objects [35], as is the case of the aerial manipulator. The goal
now is to derive a model that describes qualitatively these
interactions and their relevant effects, taking into account that
it is not feasible to model electrically the robot due to the
complex distribution of all the conductors and the insulation
materials employed on its construction. In order to provide
analytical solutions, many works consider simple spherical
models [36], [37] or simplified geometries [16]. Electromag-
netic field simulation software like Ansys Maxwell has been
also employed in [16] to study the perturbation in the electric
field generated by a power line due to the proximity of a
helicopter model, comparing the field measurements with
simulation results. Although the current that flows through
the power line corresponds to a time varying linear distribu-
tion of charge, the relatively slow time rates (50/60 Hz) and
the small size of the aerial robot compared to the wavelengths
allows to conduct an electrostatic analysis.

The aerial robot (AR) approaching to the power line (PL)
can be assimilated to a floating conductor [36] represented by
a sphere characterized by its electric potential VAR and charge
QAR, being both zero when the platform is landed/grounded.
As stated in [36], a conductor with an arbitrary geometry
can be approximated by a sphere with the same surface. The
power line will be also assimilated in the first place to a sphere
at potential VPL and charge QPL to describe the electrical
relation between both bodies, given by Maxwell’s equations:

QAR = CARVAR + CPL
ARVPL (1)

QPL = CPL
ARVAR + CPLVPL (2)

Here CAR = 4πε0R is the self-capacitance of the equiv-
alent sphere of radius R that models the aerial robot [34],
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, whereas CPL

AR is the mutual
capacitance between the aerial robot and the section of power
line that interacts with the robot. The second term on the right
side of Equation (1) indicates that the aerial robot is charged
while it approaches to the potential of the line due to the
capacitive coupling, resulting on the following potential:

VAR =
QAR − QPL

(
CPL
AR /CAR

)
CPL −

(
CPL
AR

)2
/CAR

(3)

This is relevant in terms of safety, as the aerial robot
should be discharged before it is touched by a human oper-
ator [34], especially if the metallic surface of the robot is
significant. The electrostatic discharge event occurs when the
electric field strength E caused by the potential difference
1V between the two bodies, separated a distance d , exceeds
the breakdown strength of dielectric medium (the air),
Eairb = 3kV/mm:

E = k
1V
d
= k

VPL − VAR
d

≥ Eairb (4)

where k is a scale factor that depends on the configuration
of the bodies [37] (k = 1 for parallel plates). As shown
in [16], the distortion of the electrostatic field is more pro-
nounced for geometries with high curvatures, typically in the
corners or edges of the frame structure of the robot, or in
the propellers. For the 15 kV power line, the ESD event
will occur when the separation distance d is below 5 cm [2]
(see Section IV-A).

FIGURE 10. Electric field (left) and potential (right) when the aerial
robot (AR) at floating potential approaches to the 15 kV power line (PL)
along the XZ-axes. The equipotential lines are drawn for increments
of 1000 V.

The distribution of the electric field and electric potential
of a simplified 2D geometry of the aerial robot approaching to
the power line, showed in Figure 10, is obtained in simulation
using the PDE toolbox of MATLAB. This can be formulated
as an electrostatics problem, consisting of solving the Poisson
equation derived from the Maxwell’s equations:

−∇ · (ε∇V ) = ρ; E = ∇V (5)

where E and V are the electric field vector and potential,
respectively, ε is the dielectric permittivity of the environ-
ment, whereas ρ is the space charge density. In the simulation,
the power line is located at 15 m height within a 20 m width
by 30 m height free space characterized by its dielectric
permittivity ε0 and zero space charge density. Three boundary
conditions are imposed in this system: (1) zero potential in
the contour of the free space; (2) 15 kV potential in the
contour of the power line; (3) zero surface charge on the aerial
robot. Note that this simulation is conducted on the XZ plane.
Advanced software like Ansys Maxwell should be used for
3D simulations.
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D. PROPAGATION OF ESD CURRENT
TO ONBOARD COMPONENTS
The ESD event identified in Section II-D and triggered when
Eq. (4) is met, generates an electric current introduced from
the contact point at the forearm link (see Figure 4 and 7) and
propagated to the onboard electronic components through the
elbow servo and the 4-wire cable along the upper arm link
(Figure 3). This current results from the variation of charge
when the electric potential of the aerial robot and the power
line equalizes, as described in Eq. (1)-(2) [36]. As mentioned
before, the complex distribution of the conductors (cables and
metallic surfaces), insulating materials and other electronic
components of the aerial robot makes difficult to analyze how
the ESD current propagates to sensitive points of the system,
in particular, the autopilot and electronic speed controllers.
As described in [30]–[32], the ESD current will be indirectly
coupled to the cables that connect the onboard components
due to the inductive and radiated effects. The studies on ESD
shielding with coaxial cables [38] show that the conductor of
the shield could even facilitate the propagation of the ESD,
so all parts of the system should be equally protected to the
ESD. In practice, the electromagnetic susceptibility of the
robot should be evaluated through ESD tests as described
in [30] or in the IEEE Standard Techniques for High Voltage
Testing.

E. MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATED BY THE POWER LINE
The presence of the magnetic field generated by the power
line was identified in Figure 6 and Figure 8. According
to [39], the magnetic flux density measured at a certain point
of a three phase transmission line with no sag is given by:

B=

BxBy
Bz

=
 Basin (θa)+ Bbsin (θb)+ Bcsin (θc)

0
Bacos (θa)+ Bbcos (θb)+ Bccos (θc)

 (6)

where Ba, Bb and Bc are the components of the magnetic field
(in Tesla) generated by the current of the phases:

B(a,b,c) =
µ0I(a,b,c)
2πr(a,b,c)

(7)

Here θa, θb, and θc are the angles of the corresponding rays
with respect to the ZUAV axis, as defined in Figure 11, µ0 is
the vacuum permeability, I is the current on each phase, and r
is the distance to the sensor. Note that the Y-axis component
of the magnetic field given by Eq. (6) is zero, in accordance
with Figure 6 and Figure 8. Eq. (6) is useful for estimating the
separation distance between the magnetometer and the power
line so themagnetic interference is below a desired value [25].

According to the data logs shown in Figure 6, the magnetic
field varies from −0.25 (robot landed) to −0.08 Gauss in the
X-axis when the manipulator touches phase A, varying from
0.3 to 0.5 Gauss in the Z-axis. Thus, Bx = 0.17, Bz = 0.2
Gauss. In that moment ra = 0.6, rb = 2, rc = 4 [m], θa = 45,
θb = 80, θc = 85[◦] approximately. The nominal current in
the line is around 100 [A], and with it, the magnetic field is

FIGURE 11. Components of the magnetic field generated by the power
line, measured by the magnetometer of the multirotor (UAV).

B ∼ 0.3 Gauss, according to Eq. (7). This is an estimation,
as the real value depends on the current on the three phases.

IV. SHIELDED AND INSULATED CONFIGURATIONS
A. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
The realization of inspection and maintenance operations on
live power lines since the early 60’s is carried out by the
human operators using conductive suits [2], in such a way
that the worker is inside a Faraday cage. The use of manned
helicopters improved the maintenance of overhead lines in
several ways. However, the proximity of the helicopter to the
live line may cause the ESD between the cabin and people
due to the effect of the electric field [17], resulting in an
uncomfortable feeling for the operator. In order to identify
the minimum distance at which the helicopter can be located
without ESD occurring, experiments were carried out for a
simplified model [16] and in a 500 kV line [17]. Depending
on atmospheric conditions, the distance from which the ESD
event could occur may vary. The IEEE Standard Techniques
for High Voltage Testing (Std 4-1978) experimentally defines
those minimum distances that must be respected so that there
is no ESD. The IEEE Guide for maintenance methods on
energized power lines (Std 516-2009) collected these values
in a table (5 cm for 15 kV) [2].

The design of the protectionmechanism for the aerial robot
against the ESD produced by the transmission line should
take into account the following considerations:

• The aerial robot is initially landed at zero potential. The
platform must be discharged before it is manipulated by
a person to avoid possible electric injuries due to the
capacitive coupling (Equation (3)).

• The entry point of the ESD is the end effector or any
point along the forearm link, as this will be the closest
part of the aerial robot interacting with the power line.

• The electric charge tends to flow through those paths that
present minor electric resistance, which depends on the
dielectric strength of each medium. The minimum air
insulation distance (MAID) for a 15 kV power line is
5 cm [2].
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• The ESD will be indirectly coupled to the cables that
connect the onboard components [30]–[32].

• The ESD current may generate interferences in the GHz
band due to the radiated and induced fields [31],
which may be absorbed by the wires acting as
antennas [30].

Based on the antecedents and considerations mentioned
above, the first solution to be evaluated consists of building a
Faraday cage around the structure of the aerial manipulator.

B. SHIELDED AERIAL MANIPULATOR
Inspired on the conductive suits employed by the workers
on the power lines [40], that act as Faraday cages, the first
solution considered to protect the aerial manipulator from
the electrostatic discharge was to cover the robotic arm and
the multirotor with an adhesive copper paper, as shown
in Figure 12. The idea is to facilitate the flow of the electric
charge from the forearm link to the multirotor body, so it
is distributed on the external surface without reaching the
cables and electronic devices. The autopilot, ESC, Raspberry
Pi, the connectors of the servos and all the cables were
shielded with this material, connecting the devices to a com-
mon ground plane to avoid voltage differences. Additionally,
the length of the wires was shortened as much as possi-
ble, removing loops to reduce the parasitic capacitance and
inductance [30].

FIGURE 12. Shielded aerial manipulator and experimental setup.

Unlike drones like the DJI Phantom, which are completely
closed by a fuselage, the frame structure of the S550 hexaro-
tor is open, which complicates considerably the shield-ding,
leaving some areas without cover or partially covered. This
platform was preferred as it is widely used in research. Also
shielding the cables properly is not an easy task, being another
entry point for the ESD. In this sense, the study of the
ESD entry through coaxial cable shields presented in [38]

is illustrative. Since the charge capacity of the aerial robot
increased with the added surface, it was deployed for safety
reasons a metallic mesh connected to a copper ground rod for
discharging the drone when it lands after touching the line
(see Equation (3)).

The effectiveness of the shielding mechanism for the aerial
manipulator was evaluated experimentally conducting Test 4
(see Table 1). Unfortunately, once again the six rotors stopped
exactly when the arm touched the power line, causing a 360◦

flip in the pitch angle, as shown in the video attachment
and in the image sequence depicted in Figure 13. This time,
the aerial platform was able to recover the control before
crashing, as the six propellers kept screwed on the motors.
As mentioned in Section III-A, the crash in the experiment
illustrated in Figure 7 was caused by the loss of one of the
propellers due to the strong deceleration of the motors, as the
visual inspection of the experiment suggested that the autopi-
lot tried to recover the control one or two seconds after the
contact. This hypothesis is confirmed with this experiment.
Figure 14 shows the data log given by PX4, representing
the multirotor position along with the norm of the magnetic
field (which is especially useful to estimate the proximity of
the multirotor to the power line), the angular rate, and the
duty cycle of the PWM signal of the motors in the usual
range 1 – 2 ms. The data log from the battery also shows a
current drop from the nominal 22 [A] to 8 [A] in the two sec-
onds interval when the motors are stopped. The interruption
in the data log in Figure 8 was caused by the corruption of
the log file due to the crash, as the operation conditions are
similar in both cases.

FIGURE 13. Sequence of images showing the 360◦ flip of the shielded
aerial manipulator when the arm touches the power line.

As it can be seen in Figure 14, the failure occurs at
t = 118 s, when the arm touches the line and the rotors
stop. The autopilot reacts increasing the thrust until the
actuators reach the saturation. Taking into account that the
measurements of the angular rate and the PWM signals are
coherent with the behavior of the platform, it is inferred that
the ESD affected temporarily the electronic speed controllers
of the brushless motors, as analyzed in Section III-A. The
PX4 data log reports no problem on the RC signal, and no
interruption was detected on the data log obtained from the
Raspberry Pi. Although the robotic arm was set to a fixed
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FIGURE 14. Multirotor position, magnetic field, angular rate and motors
PWM given by PX4 during the experiment with the shielded aerial
manipulator. Contact occurs at t = 118.6 s. The angular rate and duty cycle
are represented for the interval when the aerial robot falls due to the ESD.

FIGURE 15. Data log of the robotic arm obtained from the Raspberry Pi
3B+ in the shielded aerial manipulator. The computer board and the
autopilot have different time references since they are not connected.

position after the platform takes off, the rate in the data
log and the measurements from the servos are continuous,
as shown in Figure 15. As conclusion, and in accordance
to [15] and [38], the imperfect shielding of the aerial platform
did not protect properly the ESC, which seems to be the most
sensitive component to the ESD.

C. LONG REACH AERIAL MANIPULATOR (INSULATED)
In anticipation of a possible failure in the shielded aerial
manipulator, a second platform was developed and evaluated
considering the opposite design principle: isolate electrically
the manipulator from the aerial platform, introducing for this
purpose a long reach PVC (polyvinyl chloride) link between
both components. The prototype is shown in Figure 16. This
is a variant of the long reach aerial manipulator presented
in [8], employing a 500 × 18 × 2 mm PVC profile instead
of the anodized aluminum profiles used in previous proto-
types. The dielectric strength of this material is in the range
10 – 40 kV/mm, whereas the dielectric strength of the air is
around 3 kV/mm. Thus, taking into account that the ESD
will follow the path with the least electrical resistance (the
air), the long reach link will isolate the multirotor for phase
to ground voltages above 72 kV, as calculated in [2]. The
length of the PVC link is determined empirically considering
the lateral deflection [41] and the passive joint oscillation
frequency [8], as well as the safety distance to prevent the
collision with the power line.

FIGURE 16. Long reach aerial manipulator with double PVC link (swing).

The aerial vehicle is a custom quadrotor built in car-
bon fiber, using T-motor MN3508 brushless motors with
Multi-Pal 40A OPTO ESC (Simonk firmware), a Pixhawk
v1 autopilot with PX4 v1.11.3, and a Taranis X9D radio.
The platform is fed by a 6S 7000 mAh LiPo battery. The
PVC links, separated 20 cm, are supported by a U-shaped
aluminum frame attached to the quadrotor base, using poly-
mer bearings to allow the free rotation of the pendulum
joint. The manipulator is a 3-DOF robotic arm developed
in [42], built with Herkulex DRS-0101 smart servos and a
frame structure manufactured in anodized aluminum. The
base of the manipulator is a 200 × 25 × 2 mm aluminum
profile section that supports the 2S 1800 mAh LiPo battery,
the Raspberry Pi 3B+, and the 5 V battery. A C-shaped
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FIGURE 17. Sequence of images showing the safe interaction of the PVC
long reach aerial manipulator with the 15 kV power line (first test).

aluminum frame is also attached at the base to protect the
arm during the take-off and landing maneuvers. As it can be
seen in Figure 16, there is no electrical connection between
the arm and the multirotor, avoiding in this way the prop-
agation of the electrostatic discharge. Figure 17 shows the
safe interaction of this configuration with the power line in
two consecutive tests [29]. The platform was controlled in
position, while the arm is set to a nominal operation posi-
tion. In order to implement a coordinated control scheme
overcoming the disconnection between the manipulator and
the multirotor, reference [43] proposes the implementation
of a wireless communication link between both systems.
The wrenches exerted by the long reach manipulator over
the multirotor base can be also estimated measuring the
rotation of the passive joint with an encoder [8] and the
deflection of the link with a visual sensor as done in [41].
The experiment was repeated to validate the effectiveness
of the insulation with the long reach configuration, showing
in Figure 18 and 19 the corresponding sequence of images
and data logs.

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The in-flight contact experiments with the 15 kV live power
line described in Sections II and IV, summarized in Table 2,
evidence that the electronic speed controllers (ESC) of the
drone can be severely affected by the electrostatic discharge,
causing the sudden stop of the rotors and the potential crash
of the platform. The electrical insulation of manipulator and
multirotor is an effective solution to avoid this problem as
long as the ESD current is not indirectly coupled through
the wires and the electric field does not exceed the dielec-
tric strength of the insulation material (3 kV/mm for air,
10 – 40 kV/mm for PVC). This is the case of the long reach
aerial manipulator with PVC links (Section IV-C), which
results particularly suitable to perform the installation of heli-
cal bird flight diverters due to the need for a large workspace
to wrap the device on the power line, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This configuration also reduces the risk of collision with the
line and the noise introduced on the magnetometer, although
the accuracy in the end effector positioning is reduced due to
the oscillation on the long reach link.

The IEEE Guide for Maintenance Methods on Energized
Power Lines [2] details the calculations and provides values
for the minimum air insulation distance (MAID), that is,
the shortest distance in the air between an energized elec-
trical apparatus and the line worker at different potential:
5 cm for 15 kV, 11 cm for 30 kV, 24 cm for 60 kV, 28 cm
for 72 kV. Note that these values correspond to the line-
to-ground case (see Section 4.5.1 and Table D.1 in [2]),
assuming that the aerial robot is at ground potential when
approaching to the line. These values are useful for determin-
ing theminimum insulation distance between themanipulator
and the multi-rotor to prevent the ESD and, consequently,
the fault. The influence of this factor can be appreciated
clearly comparing the results of experiments described in
Section II. In the first case (II-C), the aluminum rod used

FIGURE 18. Sequence of images showing the safe interaction of the PVC long reach aerial manipulator with the 15 kV power line (second test).
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FIGURE 19. Multirotor attitude, position, and magnetic field in the
long-reach configuration.

TABLE 2. Comparison of the experiments and related works.

to touch the power line and the onboard electronic com-
ponents are electrically insulated by the leg of the landing
gear, built with a 30 cm length carbon fiber tube covered
by a non-conductive resin. In the second case (II-D), the
electrical distance between the aluminum frame structure of
the forearm link and the wires that connect the elbow joint
servo with the rest of electronic components is less than 5 cm,
causing the propagation of the ESD current to the ESC by
indirect coupling, as described in [30]–[32].

Some technological solutions with drones have been
recently shown performing the installation of clip-type bird
diverters [27], [28] following opposite principles. In [27],
the multirotor is directly exposed to the electrical inter-
action, whereas the system in [28] employs a long reach
mechanism to insulate the platform. The design of electrical
shields for multirotor platforms operating in high voltage
power lines has not been properly documented so far. The
LineDrone aerial robot presented in [14] employs an alu-
minum structure that also covers the onboard components,
what increases considerably the weight (14 kg). Note that the
mass density of carbon fiber and aluminum is 1.5 kg·cm3

and 2.7 kg·cm3, respectively. Thus, the use of aluminum to
build a shielded frame structure reduces the effective payload
capacity and operation time on flight. The test described in
Section IV-B confirms that the imperfect shielding of the
wires and on-board components does not protect the ESC
from the ESD, but it may even facilitate its propagation,
as stated in [38].

Electromagnetic simulation tools as the ones indicated in
Section III-C can be applied to analyze the distribution of the
electrostatic fields in aerial manipulation robots interacting in
close rangewith high voltage power lines [14], [44], as well as
in the design of shielding mechanisms [14], [27]. According
to [16], [37], and as shown in Figure 10, the geometry of
the robot influences the electric field in such a way that
high electric potentials may arise in areas with high curva-
ture, increasing the risk of ESD. The procedures described
in [30] for evaluating the electromagnetic susceptibility of the
on-board electronic components are also useful for identify-
ing and preventing possible malfunctions of the aerial robot
on flight, although it may be difficult in practice to reproduce
the different effects that may occur on a real power line,
what motivated the experimental approach followed in this
work.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Preliminary flight tests conducted on a real 15 kV power line
revealed that the aerial manipulation robot is affected by the
electrostatic discharge (ESD) induced when the robotic arm
touches the line, causing a momentary malfunction in the
electronic speed controllers and, consequently, the fall of the
platform. Four platforms were evaluated: S550 platform with
aluminum tube attached to the landing gear (safe interaction),
S550 with 3-DOF robotic arm attached to the base (fault),
shielded aerial manipulator (fault), and aerial manipulator
with long reach PVC link (safe). The contact tests carried out
with this configuration, in which the multirotor is electrically
insulated from the aerial platform, show that the aerial robot
is able to interact safely with the power line.

As future work, it is necessary to investigate the design of
a reliable and effective shielding mechanism to protect the
brushlessmotors and the electronic speed controllers from the
electrostatic discharge. Additionally, it would be convenient
to evaluate the susceptibility of a number of commercial
ESCs to the ESD for voltages above 15 kV.
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